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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Type 90 Mini Mini Desk Lamp by
Anglepoise

Launched in 2018, the Type 90 Mini Mini desk lamp is a
revolutionary lamp that is completely dedicated to helping you
complete tasks. With a tiny stature, the Type 90 Mini Mini desk
light is very versatile and compact allowing for directional light.
Like all Anglepoise lamps, it can be moved and adjusted how you
see fit, with a shade that can be rotated and tilted and an arm that
can be angled. What sets this light truly apart, though, is the
ability for the whole lamp to swivel 360° from its base.

The desk lamp comes with a USB cable that can be plugged into
a laptop or simply into the wall, allowing you to use it for a variety
of different tasks. The Mini Mini desk lamp comes with an
integrated LED bulb which is dimmable meaning you can forget
the hassle of replacing a bulb and be rest assured that it will last
for up to 20,000 hours. Its dimmable function means you can use
the handy desk light for anything, whether you need a bright light
for work or an atmospheric light for bedtime.

The Type 90 Mini Mini desk lamp shows how Anglepoise have
made a splash in the 21st Century, adapting to the modern era,
whilst still providing iconic, chic and timeless design. With six
lovely colours to choose from, this is the perfect desk lamp for
taking up little room and for being versatile.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 6W, 3000K, 470 lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Integrated dimmer on the product

Dimensions: Ø9.2cm shade
12.7cm shade height
Ø12cm base
50cm max. reach (from base to shade)
150cm cable length
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